Recount shows Reilly still 2 votes short

By SANDY CERIMELE
Saint Mary's Editor

The third place ticket of Ann Reilly, Kelly Connerly and Julie Marozas in the race for Saint Mary's student government offices petitioned for a recount Thursday which resulted in the discovery of an 11-vote discrepancy in favor of Reilly's ticket, said elections commissioner Frannie Thompson.

A petition of 151 student signatures was submitted to the elections committee by the Reilly ticket for the recount, said Thompson.

"A candidate may demand a recount by submitting a petition with 100 student signatures to the elections committee within 48 hours after the close of the election," she said.

"When we counted them over, (Reilly) was there, along with two of her campaign members," said Thompson. "We found that there were 11 votes for the Reilly ticket that were not accounted for in the original results given last night."

This changes the percentage for the Reilly ticket and the second place ticket of Annie Buch, Kim Sartori and Carol Mahony. The ticket of Julie Parrish, Christy Wolfe and Lisa Hill, which had 37 percent of the student vote, remained unchanged.

"The Buch ticket officially has 30.9 percent of the total vote, while the Reilly ticket has 30.6 percent of the total vote from Tuesday's election," Thompson said.

see RECOUNT, page 6

Panama's president calls for Noriega's resignation

Associated Press

PANAMA CITY, Panama - Panama's strongman, Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega, under indictment in the United States on drug trafficking charges, was ordered by the president Thursday to step down as military chief.

The government's Radio Nacional called Panamanians to a Thursday rally supporting Noriega at a downtown park near the National Palace.

President Eric Arturo Delvalle named a replacement for Noriega, who is regarded as the real power behind the civilian government of Panama, headquarters for U.S. military operations in Latin America.

Noriega has said he is innocent of all the accusations against him. There was no immediate indication whether he would comply with Delvalle's order.

The police chief for the Defense Forces, flanked by colonels and lieutenant colonels, said on Panamanian TV that neither Col. Marcos Justine, the man named to succeed Noriega, nor any other officer would replace Noriega.

"He is going first," Col. Leonidas Esch said.

see PANAMA, page 4

Pax Christi to protest Reagan's policy during visit

By NATASHA WILSON
Staff Reporter

Pax Christi-Notre Dame, a local chapter of an international Catholic peace movement, will stage a "non-violent demonstration" against the policies of President Reagan during his visit to the Notre Dame campus on March 9.

Helicopter crashes; at least 8 among dead

Associated Press

CHICO, Texas - A military helicopter carrying at least 19 people crashed and burned in a pasture Thursday, and authorities said at least eight occupants were killed and several others seriously burned.

The Army helicopter went down about 3:10 p.m. near this community northwest of Fort Worth, said Wise County sheriff's officers. Nineteen to 20 people were aboard, said supervising dispatcher Charles Jenkins.

At least eight and as many as 18 were killed, said Texas Department of Public Safety spokesman Mike Cox.

Several others suffered third-degree burns in the crash, which sparked a grass fire that was under control within a few hours, said county citations clerk Richard Evans.

Jenkins said the copter burned on impact, and other see CRASH, page 4

Golden Dome to be golden again

By HEIDI SCHLUMPF
News Staff

The golden dome will get a new coat of gold this summer, said Don Dedrick, director of the physical plant.

The entire project will cost about $300,000 said Tom Mason, vice president for business affairs. The gold itself will cost $90,000, he said.

"The old gold is worn through time, and it should be regilded every 25 years or so," Dedrick said. Al though the dome itself has not been regilded since 1971.

see DOME, page 4

What appears now on the surface of the dome is actually gold primer that was applied under the gold leaf when the dome was last regilded, he said, adding that gold leaf is applied over the primer because it is more durable.

Conrad Schmitt Studios, a Wisconsin-based company that specializes in the renewal of old buildings, will do the regilding. The company will also do the renewal of the stained glass windows.

see PROTEST, page 8

The Golden Dome to be golden again. 1961, the statue of Mary was regilded in 1971.

Cut it out

Saint Mary's sophomores Angela Rice, left, and Bridget Murphy study frogs in the laboratory to prepare for their lab practical exam in vertebrate morphology.

The Observer / Tony Hernandez

Balmly breezes

Partly cloudy, warmer and windy today, high near 40.

Partly cloudy tonight, low in the upper 20s. Partly sunny and colder Saturday. High 30 to 35.

Partly cloudy, warmer and windy today, high near 40.

Partly cloudy tonight, low in the upper 20s. Partly sunny and colder Saturday. High 30 to 35.

Cold tomorrow. High 35 to 40.

PAX CHRISTI TO PROTEST REAGAN'S POLICY DURING VISIT

By NATASHA WILSON
Staff Reporter

Pax Christi-Notre Dame, a local chapter of an international Catholic peace movement, will stage a "non-violent demonstration" against the policies of President Reagan during his visit to the Notre Dame campus on March 9.

The demonstration will be scheduled to form and begin at 11 a.m., the students will hold a ceremony celebrating the issuance of the Golden Dome, and protest against Reagan's visit as we see (Reagan's) visit as a chance to name those policies and protest against them and call our country to greater justice in foreign and domestic policy," said Esch.

Some of their concerns include:

- The golden dome will get a new coat of gold this summer, said Don Dedrick, director of the physical plant.

- The entire project will cost about $300,000 said Tom Mason, vice president for business affairs. The gold itself will cost $90,000, he said.

- The old gold is worn through time, and it should be regilded every 25 years or so," Dedrick said. Although the dome itself has not been regilded since 1971.

- What appears now on the surface of the dome is actually gold primer that was applied under the gold leaf when the dome was last regilded, he said, adding that gold leaf is applied over the primer because it is more durable.

- Conrad Schmitt Studios, a Wisconsin-based company that specializes in the renewal of old buildings, will do the regilding. The company will also do the renewal of the stained glass windows.

- see DOME, page 4

- see RECOUNT, page 6

- see PANAMA, page 4

- see CRASH, page 4

- see PROTEST, page 8
Technology teaches this: There's space to fill

Mark McLaughlin
Projects Manager

Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

Notre Dame Communication and Theatre presents
AMADEUS
by Peter Shaffer
directed by Frederic Syburg
Washington Hall

Wed., March 2, Thurs., March 3, Fri., March 4, Sat., March 5—8:10 P.M. Sun., March 6—3:10 P.M.

Tickets are available at Student & Senior Center $4 Washington Hall Ticket Office on Wed., Thurs., Sun. only

The Observer Classifieds are members of The Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
Philippines improving under Aquino, says consul

By KEVIN BOUGHAL
News Staff

The situation in the Philippines is improving both politically and economically under the leadership of President Corazon Aquino, Eleuterio Espinas, the consul general of the Philippine Consulate in Chicago said.

The local elections in the Philippines are the first sign that the country is once again free and democratic, Espinas said.

In a lecture given as part of Filipino Awareness Week, Espinas said these elections were "relatively peaceful elections." Approximately 100 people were killed, but in the 10 last local elections, held in 1972, over 1000 died, he said.

The Philippines have a history of "dynasty," where the president's relatives get elected to office soon after the president does. Espinas explained this was not the case for President Aquino, because several of her relatives running for office lost by large margins.

He believes that "the people are voting out dynasty." Another common occurrence in Philippine society is the ownership of the utilities by a private family. Under Aquino, the government sells shares for the utilities so that there cannot be a monopoly, he said.

Espinas credits President Aquino with the progress toward democracy in the Philippines. "She has emerged as a tough, no-nonsense administrator," he explained.

Perhaps the most impressive accomplishment of the Aquino administration is the improvement of the economy, he said, because her desire to attract businesses has caused the economy to climb at an impressive rate.

There are many new jobs and inflation is down, but added that the per capita income is not expected to reach where it was at in the late 1970s until the 1990s: "The country lost about 19 years of development in the early 80s," said Espinas.

The failure of the sugar market and the destruction of the coconut crop by a typhoon hurt this mostly agricultural country. The export of manufactured products increased this year, and the Philippines are expecting a fourth straight quarter of a rising economy, Espinas said, so the government is very optimistic about the future.

Students discuss views on minorities in meeting

By DAVID T. LEE
Staff Reporter

Students expressed varied views on minorities at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's in an informal discussion Thursday night at Saint Mary's.

According to Paez, one of the problems is ignorance.

"Everyone is busy doing their own things," said one student from Kenya. "When you are a minority, you don't have anyone.

"It's important that minorities stay in school for later minorities," said South Bend resident Maylee Johnson.

"We can't attract minorities without the faculty," said one black student. "In order to bring more minority students here, you need role models," she added.

"Everyone is busy doing their own things," said one student from Kenya. "When you are a minority, you don't have anyone.

Shrimp Festival

SHRIMP THE WAY YOU LIKE IT.

Your Choice
...of entree includes our Salad Buffet and your choice of any one of our sides. Daily from 5 p.m., Sat. & Sun. from 4 p.m.

Shrimp Stir Fry
Almond Shrimp
Blackened Shrimp
Cajun Stuffed Shrimp
Sweet & Sour Shrimp
Shrimp Creole
Fried Shrimp
Shrimp Delonghe
Captain Alexander's WHARF everyday

Reservations Accepted
214-4477
300 E. Colfax

300 E. Colfax

SHRIMP THE WAY YOU LIKE IT.

$9.95

Your Choice
...of entree includes our Salad Buffet and your choice of any one of our sides. Daily from 5 p.m., Sat. & Sun. from 4 p.m.

Shrimp Stir Fry
Almond Shrimp
Blackened Shrimp
Cajun Stuffed Shrimp
Sweet & Sour Shrimp
Shrimp Creole
Fried Shrimp
Shrimp Delonghe
Captain Alexander's WHARF everyday

Reservations Accepted
214-4477
300 E. Colfax

and Don't Forget...

BEETER THAN BRUNCH served Sun. 11 a.m. till 2 p.m.

BETTER THAN BRUNCH served Sun. 11 a.m. till 2 p.m.

And Don't Forget...

This spring, make a break for it.

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound* to the beach, the mountains or your hometown.

For $49.50 each way, you and your friends will have a great time when you go Greyhound. And leave the driving to us.

Greyhound • 4671 Terminal Drive • 287-5541

Greyhound • 4671 Terminal Drive • 287-5541

Most present a valid college student I.D. and upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc., Thunder Line and other participating carriers. Certain restrictions apply. For each way per person based on round-trip purchase. Offer effective 2/15/88 through 4/25/88. Offer limited. Not sold in Canada. Greyhound also offers an unattended luggage fare for $79.95 each way.

Some restrictions apply. © 1988 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
Panama
continued from page 1
Macias said, referring to Del­
vallé. "None of us wants the
(Panamanian military) com­
mmand; the commander stays,
and we all stay. The president
goes," Macias said.
The military officers were
 grouped at the central gar­
sion of the Defense Forces, a short
distance from the former
Panama Canal Zone.
White House spokesman
Martin Fitzwater issued a
statement in Washington
saying, "We understand that
President Delvalle today dis­
missed Gen. Noriega from his
position as commander of the
Panama Defense Forces."
"At this time, we want to
reiterate our unqualified sup­
port for civilian constitutional
rule in Panama. There is but
one legitimate sovereign au­
thority in Panama, and that is
the Panamanian people exer­
cising their democratic right to
vote and elect their leadership
in a free society."
Washington called for
Noriega to resign after U.S.
grand juries in Miami and
Tampa, Fla., indicted him and
others on drug trafficking
charges on Feb. 5.

Dome
continued from page 1
at Sacred Heart Church.
"I'll take quite awhile be­
cause they have to prepare the
surface and scrape off the
oxidized and weathered gold," Dedrick said.
Elaborate scaffolding will be
erected so the workers can
reach the dome. The dome is
118 feet above the ground at its
highest point.
The workers must wash the
dome with solvent and
degrease it. Then they will
cover the dome with a gold­
tinted metal primer, Dedrick said.
A sticky sizing will be applied
to the surface of the dome to
hold the more than 3,500 square
feet of 23 karat gold leaf. Last­
ly, the entire regilded surface
will be hand buffed, he said.
Bernard Gruenke, president of
Conrad Schmitt Studios, es­
timates that the total weight of
gold necessary to regild the
dome will only be a few pounds.
The gold comes on tissue
paper backed rolls that are
three and a half inches wide.
Placed end to end, the rolls of
gold leaf would be three miles
long, said Gruenke.
The regilding should take 12
to 15 weeks and be finished by
the fall of 1988. "The weather
is a critical factor in exterior
regilding," said Gruenke. "High
humidity, rain, wind or low
temperatures could tempora­
 rily stop the project."
The Notre Dame dome has
been a landmark since 1882,
when it was completed above
the old administration building,
which was destroyed by fire in
1879.
The cost of regilding the
dome and statue and furnish­
ishing the dome with a corrosion­
resistant alloy in 1961 was
$50,000, said Mason. The
dome and the statue of Mary
have been regilded eight times
from 1886 to 1961, at intervals
ranging from five to 13 years.

Student Business Board

Applications for
Manager Positions
in
Adworks
The Cellar
& Irish Gardens
are now available

Pick up applications in the Student
Government Offices 2nd floor
LaFortune.

Deadline: Friday, March 4
at 5:00 pm

Wheels of fire
Kurt Ragis wheels back to Holy Cross Hall after eating dinner. On his
skateboard, he can escape from South Dining Hall in half the time it
takes the other Hogs.

Crash
continued from page 1
helicopters and medical per­
sonnel were en route to the
Decatur.
"The Notre Dame dome has
Crash
continued from page 1
Scene, 12 miles north of
scene, 12 miles north of

American
Red Cross
Be a volunteer.

GREETINGS FROM AUSTRIA!
THE FOLLOWING MESSAGES HAVE BEEN RECEIVED
FROM STUDENTS IN AUSTRIA SINCE JANUARY

I miss my Flower Beaver Child! I love you very much. Your sister in
Christ, Little L.

Kristen Gruber. SWIM-SWIM-SWIM! Congratulations! I miss you!
Love, Katie.

Badnites - Thanks for all the notes. You guys are the best. I miss
you! Love Katie.

Hey, Sandra... I miss you and I love you! Happy Belated Birthday
and Merry Christmas. God Bless You! Deine Schwester, Heidt.

Wardly: Hey Duzle! Greetings from Innsbruck. Exciting times at
NDII! Skiing is awesome.

We miss partying with you guys! But it's very legal here! See you
soon!!! Katrina & Michele.

Hello to everyone at SMC/ND from the land of skiing. More specif­
ically - from Elizabeth Ehret.

Sorry I haven't been writing very much but I miss you all and hope
you are having a blast this year! Elizabeth Ehret

Don Skenda: What an awesome brother you are! Thanks for all the
letters. Wish you were here. I love you and I miss you. Love,
Mary Beth.

Chris Componovo (Alias: Crutches), You couldn't have really hurt
your leg again - could you?

Hope it heals quickly - in time for an incredible track season! See
you next year! Mary Beth

Ron Sanchez, I can't believe you finally called! It was great tak­
ing to you. But, what will Dad say when he sees the bill? Thanks for
calling! Mary Beth

Melissa, Thanks for all your help, hints, and support. I hope you
have enjoyed your semester back at Notre Dame. As you know,
life in Innsbruck is wonderful. Love, Monica

To all my Walshite Friends: I hope your first semester was exciting
and successful. I'd love to hear about it. Have a great break.
Love, Diz

Celeste Aquino - You are such a NUT! Thanks for your letters and
try not to get busted anymore, or at least wait until I get back!
Love, Greg

Hey Megan Scheckler - don't keep yourself too busy with school,
and try not to get busted anymore, or at least wait until I get back!
Love, Diz.

Hey, Sandra... I miss you and I love you! Happy Belated Birthday
and Merry Christmas. God Bless You! Deine Schwester, Heidt.

Wardly: Hey Duzle! Greetings from Innsbruck. Exciting times at
NDII! Skiing is awesome.

We miss partying with you guys! But it's very legal here! See you
soon!!! Katrina & Michele.

Hello to everyone at SMC/ND from the land of skiing. More specif­
ically - from Elizabeth Ehret.

Sorry I haven't been writing very much but I miss you all and hope
you are having a blast this year! Elizabeth Ehret

Don Skenda: What an awesome brother you are! Thanks for all the
letters. Wish you were here. I love you and I miss you. Love,
Mary Beth.

Chris Componovo (Alias: Crutches), You couldn't have really hurt
your leg again - could you?

Hope it heals quickly - in time for an incredible track season! See
you next year! Mary Beth

Ron Sanchez, I can't believe you finally called! It was great tak­
ing to you. But, what will Dad say when he sees the bill? Thanks for
calling! Mary Beth

Yo Bases!! ND Bases awesome, awesome, awesome zoinks!

Hairman.

Brian Bozo-lay, Keep Kevin and Steve in line...not too much shav­
ing "too! From the Austrian Alps, Greg

Greg

It's great too! From the Austrian Alps, Greg

Kris Gruber: SWIM-SWIM-SWIM! Congratulations! I miss you!
Love, Monica.

Hey Megan Scheckler - don't keep yourself too busy with school,
and try not to get busted anymore, or at least wait until I get back!
Love, Greg

Hey, Sandra... I miss you and I love you! Happy Belated Birthday
and Merry Christmas. God Bless You! Deine Schwester, Heidt.

Wardly: Hey Duzle! Greetings from Innsbruck. Exciting times at
NDII! Skiing is awesome.

We miss partying with you guys! But it's very legal here! See you
soon!!! Katrina & Michele.

Hello to everyone at SMC/ND from the land of skiing. More specif­
ically - from Elizabeth Ehret.

Sorry I haven't been writing very much but I miss you all and hope
you are having a blast this year! Elizabeth Ehret

Don Skenda: What an awesome brother you are! Thanks for all the
letters. Wish you were here. I love you and I miss you. Love,
Mary Beth.

Chris Componovo (Alias: Crutches), You couldn't have really hurt
your leg again - could you?

Hope it heals quickly - in time for an incredible track season! See
you next year! Mary Beth

Ron Sanchez, I can't believe you finally called! It was great tak­
ing to you. But, what will Dad say when he sees the bill? Thanks for
calling! Mary Beth

Yo Bases!! ND Bases awesome, awesome, awesome zoinks!

Hairman.

Brian Bozo-lay, Keep Kevin and Steve in line...not too much shav­
ing "too! From the Austrian Alps, Greg

Greg

It's great too! From the Austrian Alps, Greg

Kris Gruber: SWIM-SWIM-SWIM! Congratulations! I miss you!
Love, Monica.

Hey Megan Scheckler - don't keep yourself too busy with school,
and try not to get busted anymore, or at least wait until I get back!
Love, Greg

Hey, Sandra... I miss you and I love you! Happy Belated Birthday
and Merry Christmas. God Bless You! Deine Schwester, Heidt.

Wardly: Hey Duzle! Greetings from Innsbruck. Exciting times at
NDII! Skiing is awesome.

We miss partying with you guys! But it's very legal here! See you
soon!!! Katrina & Michele.

Hello to everyone at SMC/ND from the land of skiing. More specif­
ically - from Elizabeth Ehret.

Sorry I haven't been writing very much but I miss you all and hope
you are having a blast this year! Elizabeth Ehret

Don Skenda: What an awesome brother you are! Thanks for all the
letters. Wish you were here. I love you and I miss you. Love,
Mary Beth.

Chris Componovo (Alias: Crutches), You couldn't have really hurt
your leg again - could you?

Hope it heals quickly - in time for an incredible track season! See
you next year! Mary Beth

Ron Sanchez, I can't believe you finally called! It was great tak­
ing to you. But, what will Dad say when he sees the bill? Thanks for
calling! Mary Beth

Yo Bases!! ND Bases awesome, awesome, awesome zoinks!

Hairman.

Brian Bozo-lay, Keep Kevin and Steve in line...not too much shav­
ing "too! From the Austrian Alps, Greg

Greg

It's great too! From the Austrian Alps, Greg

Kris Gruber: SWIM-SWIM-SWIM! Congratulations! I miss you!
Love, Monica.
Security Beat

Tuesday, Feb. 23
9:22 p.m. - A set of car keys was found in the D2 Parking Lot and turned into Security.

11:21 p.m. - Security assisted the Notre Dame Fire Department in responding to a fire alarm at the Morris Inn. A pull box station was pulled by an unidentified person.

Wednesday, Feb. 24
1:15 p.m. - A Dillon Hall resident reported the theft of his class ring.

MITCHELL'S INDIANA CLUB
110 W. Jefferson Blvd, in South Bend

ADMISSION INCLUDES ONE ENTRY
FROM INSTITUTION!
GASH BAR WITH BEER, WINE AND SOFT DRINKS PROVIDED

UNEXPLAINED DEPARTURES
A Chicago based warm-up band for The BoDeans
Also appearing as a warm-up and blues great, Koko Taylor

University authorities suspect Ft Lauderdale, but he may have fled to any of these Midway destinations:

- Atlanta
- Boston
- Chicago
- Cleveland
- Columbus
- Dallas/Ft. Worth
- Denver
- Des Moines
- Detroit
- Ft. Lauderdale
- Ft. Myers
- Indianapolis
- Las Vegas
- Miami
- Minneapolis/St. Paul
- Nashville
- New Orleans
- New York (LaGuardia)
- Omaha
- Orlando
- Philadelphia
- Phoenix
- Pittsburgh
- St. Croix
- St. Thomas
- Tampa
- Washington, DC (National)
- West Palm Beach
- Des Moines
- Dallas/Ft. Worth
- Denver
- Miami

Extraordinary sportswear for men and women
50% off on gorgeous handknit sweaters and men's pants, outwear
50% off on all men's pants, outwear
50% off on gorgeous handknit sweaters and men's pants, outwear
50% off on our Eileen West dresses

SALE

Extraordinary sportswear for men and women
50% off on gorgeous handknit sweaters and men's pants, outwear
50% off on all men's pants, outwear
50% off on our Eileen West dresses

THE MODERN DAY SAINTS
A Chicago based warm-up band for The BoDeans
Also appearing as a warm-up and blues great, Koko Taylor

For the following prizes:

1ST PRIZE - 2 SPRINGSTEEN TICKETS IN CHICAGO-MARCH 16
2ND PRIZE - $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO BRIDGET'S
3RD PRIZE - $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO BRIDGET'S

The Observer / Mike Moran

Sunset silhouettes
Students jog around St. Mary's Lake just as the sun sets behind Carroll Hall. With spring approaching, soon many more students will be visiting the lakes.

Don't drink and drive
Recount

continued from page 1

Reilly said she circulated the petition because she felt the reported one percent difference between her ticket and the Buch ticket was close enough that a possible discrepancy could change the results.

"I went in there thinking that we would discover one vote here, one vote there, but when we found that it was 11 votes that were not accounted for last night, I realized that the system is flawed somewhere," Reilly said.

She also said that she contemplated planning to petition for a revote because she only needed two votes to tie for the run-off with the other two tickets.

Thompson said run-offs are determined by raw numbers and the Buch ticket had a greater number of votes than Reilly's; the run-off will go as planned Friday in the Saint Mary's dining hall.

"We divide the ballots into piles of 10, which possibly explains that the ballots could have been put in another pile," she said. "Human error is unfortunate in this situation, and under these conditions, this kind of thing can occur."

Reilly said that the system is flawed because it allows for a potential problem by giving the student government people running the polls too much leeway and because there is no checking system to keep an accurate count of actual voters.

"The people who deserve to be in the run-off should be in it because of them," Reilly said. "The problem with elections at Saint Mary's is that there just aren't any actual numbers," she said. "They should count the roster votes to determine the number of voters instead of simply by the number of student body ballots," said Reilly.

"There needs to be a change somewhere in the system in order to insure that these flaws do not change the course of the elections," she said.

Kelly Connery, one of Reilly's running mates, said they began collecting signatures for a petition for a revote, but realized a revote is not what they wanted.

"The complications of the current system made us consider calling for a revote, but upon re-examining the situation, we decided that a change in the system of voting is what we really wanted," she said. "We lost fair and square, and we accept defeat."

Connery added that they only hope that this will teach Saint Mary's students that every vote counts and that there is a great need to change the present voting system.

ND AVE APTS.
Early Bird Special
Now renting for Fall
2 Bedrooms completely furnished
Sign up before break and receive a 10% discount 234-6647
Protected by Pinkerton Security Agency

Sears Roebuck & Co.
Will Host a Reception on
Monday, February 29
from 7 to 9 p.m.
in the Alumni Room of the Morris Inn
Moderately Informal Attire

We Will Be Recruiting on Tuesday, March 1
and Wednesday, March 2 in
the Placement Center
Swaggart’s leaders meet to decide punishment

Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. - The hierarchy of the Assemblies of God met Thursday to consider toughening the punishment of television evangelist Jimmy Swaggart after an admitted prostitute said she had performed pornographic acts for him for about a year.

The church’s Executive Presbytery was to consider a recommendation by its Louisiana district that Swaggart, the denomination’s most prominent minister, be barred from preaching for three months and undergo counseling during a supervised two-year rehabilitation period. About half the people calling the denomination this week have criticized that recommendation as too lenient.

The denomination this week has been known for its harsh denunciation of sexual lapses by other preachers, including prominent evangelist with fire-and-brimstone broadcasts in more than 100 countries. He has brought in $142 million in 1986, is the denomination’s most prominent evangelist with fire-and-brimstone broadcasts in more than 100 countries. He has been known for his harsh denunciation of sexual lapses by other preachers, including PTL ministry founder Jimmy Bakker.

Church spokeswoman Juleen Turnage said the meeting at the church’s international headquarters was likely to be long and that it was unlikely a decision would be announced Thursday. Swaggart has not made a public appearance since Sunday, when he tearfully told his congregation in Baton Rouge, La., that he had committed unspecified sexual sins, and was not expected to meet with church officials Thursday. Swaggart, whose ministry has been uncomfortable with the idea that the human race is closely related to the great apes and the chimpanzee, even though man has 98.5 percent of the same genetic material as the chimp, said Leakey.

Leakey said that in his travels, “within the broad spectrum of Christian followers across the world, the greatest majority are comfortable with biology and the biological explanation for human origins.” Since the time of Charles Darwin, however, people have been uncomfortable with the idea that the human race is closely related to the great apes and the chimpanzee, even though man has 98.5 percent of the same genetic material as the chimp, said Leakey.

Leakey, the Kenya-born son of Louis and Mary Leakey, referred to what he called a “Caucasocentric” preoccupation with seeking a human origin outside Africa, in a speech Wednesday.
The Observer

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is accepting applications for the following position:

Advertising Clerk

For further information contact
Kevin Becker
at The Observer (239-5303)

The Signature Group

2 blocks west of Farmers Market on Lincoln Way East.

Grab onto a great opportunity! Great things await you at The Signature Group. If you want to earn much more per hour and learn a valuable new skill, don't miss this very special Open House.

The Signature Group is a premier direct response marketer of Insurance and Consumer Clubs. If you have good reading skills and a pleasant telephone voice, we'll pay you while you learn to market our Clubs to a nationally established customer base.

• NO SALES EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY! $4.50 per hour with your first increase after only 8 weeks and another at six months.

• VARIETY OF SHIFTS AVAILABLE TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE:
- Monday thru Friday 5:30 AM to 3 PM—perfect for moms with school age children
- Thursday & Friday 5 to 10 PM, Saturday 10 AM to 6 PM & every other Wednesday 5 to 10 PM
- OR Monday & Tuesday 5 to 10 PM & Sunday 11 AM to 7 PM & every other Wednesday 5 to 10 PM—ideal for students and moonlighters

Come see our modern offices and equipment—learn how you can earn paid holidays & vacations, win contests and receive a Montgomery Ward discount. Too CALL 236-4068 for further directions. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.
ODN battles human injustices

As Third World Awareness Week comes to an end, you may be wondering just who organized its many events. Although some students got the attention of the media, few students on campus are familiar with the true sponsors of Third World Awareness Week—the Overseas Development Network, ODN. ODN for short—you might find the following description of ODN and its activities very enlightening.

Joanne Walsh
guest column

ODN is a national, student-run organization of campus groups which seeks to educate students in issues of international development. Dedicated to involving young people in the battle against world hunger, poverty and injustice, it promotes educational activities like Third World Awareness Week. But why would Notre Dame students care about this magazine which is advertised in The Observer, the student newspaper? Since few students are aware of its activities very enlightening.

ODN provides campus groups with lists of projects in countries such as Bangladesh, Kenya and Nicaragua. Students in the groups then get to­gether to discuss the projects on the lists and agree to sponsor it. The students then donate sums of money anywhere between $200 to $500. Thereafter, ODN assigns an additional student to the project and establish a correspondence with the villagers whom their money benefited.

The Notre Dame branch of ODN, since its creation in January 1986, has contributed to three such development projects. First, in the fall of 1987, it aided Arc en Ciel, a nonprofit organization for the mainstreaming of handicapped and disabled people into society in Lebanon. Najj Boudron and Ronnie Karam, two Lebanese exchange students then attending Notre Dame, informed Notre Dame's ODN branch that the handicapped in Lebanon are generally not permitted to live independently; instead, they are kept isolated in hospitals and institutions. To help solve this injustice, the Notre Dame group contributed $100 to Arc en Ciel. The funds were used to purchase sewing machines and yarn for the village, and with this much-needed financial boost, Arc en Ciel is currently turning out the best quality clothing in the Lebanon. With financial support, there are making religious icons, sweaters, pottery and other craft items to sell, and all the while, with the learning skills they can later use to obtain normal factory jobs outside the village.

Notre Dame's ODN branch didn't stop there. In the spring of 1987, students contributed $100 to a second village, Los Condes, Santiago, Chile. The money was used to provide villagers with construction materials for two giant ovens and kitchen facilities, so that freshly baked bread could be sold at low prices to the needy. And the Notre Dame group is currently helping to fund a library project in Mvuma, Zimbabwe. ODN had donated $1000 raised from a T-shirt sale and cun­gression stand at the November 14 Alabama game to the Mwani Elementary School. The school plans to use part of the money to construct a fence around its vegetable garden to protect it from destruction by wild animals. The remainder of the money will be put to use in establishing a school library. So far, Mwani needs construction materi­als for the library building as well as books and teacher education materials.

But why provide you with this much better idea of what ODN does? Perhaps you are wondering why, you, too, can become involved. Although Third World Awareness Week is nearly over, there are still a few events in which you can participate: tonight's showing of "The Kiling Fields" in the OCE ETI Theatre at 7 p.m., or attend the Saturday brunch. And watch for a campus-wide book drive for books to send to the Mwani School. Of course, ODN is always looking for enthusiastic new members too! Feel free to stop in at any meeting and see what the Overseas Development Network is all about.

Joanne P. Walsh is a freshman currently enrolled in the Freshman Year of Studies.

P.O. Box Q

Women can aid in own protection

Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to Brian Chaplin's letter in the Feb. 21 Observer. He wrote in response to some students who wrote about the St. Mary's Security Department.
Sure, there's a line between protecting yourself and expecting others to do it. But that's not all. ODN also links campus groups to village-based, self-help projects in third world countries. Students in the groups then get to­gether to discuss the projects on the lists and agree to sponsor it. The students then donate sums of money anywhere between $500 to $800. These groups have contributed to projects in countries such as Bangladesh, Kenya and Nicaragua.
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Students in the groups then get to­gether to discuss the projects on the lists and agree to sponsor it. The students then donate sums of money anywhere between $500 to $800. These groups have contributed to projects in countries such as Bangladesh, Kenya and Nicaragua.

But assuming that some thought did go into your decision to accept the Fidelity advertising, then your pages does so in a manner which you are guilty of no more than a lack of professionalism and an ammaturity of judgement which need not cost you anything in you protected and privileged position here at Notre Dame. So the responsibility is under more real business conditions, such lack of common sense discrimina­tion would have serious consequences.
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Bengals fight for good cause

Dear Editor:
The 1988 Bengal Bouts Boxing Tournament begins this Sunday. For those of you unfamiliar with the tournament, this will be the 58th annual round of boxing matches held to raise money for the Holy Cross Missions in Bangladesh, India. The Bengal Bouts were founded in 1931 by a small group of Notre Dame students, better known by bauxers as Napper, and better known to the missions as a saintly for the money collected. They have raised over $500,000 to feed the needy over the years. He was acting director until 1981 and director emeritus until his death in 1986. His philosophy on the Bouts was, "Strong bodies fight, that weak bodies may be nourished," and all participants are champions.

Approximately one hundred Notre Dame students have been working extremely hard for the past five weeks, conditioning in the bitter cold, diligently showing up to be coached in technique and strategy and honing their boxing skills in anticipation of the Bouts. Boxing is a highly controversial sport, and as a personal recovery journey, the physicians are trying to prove that it inevitably leads to brain damage. It is not all worthwhile, but-although it is a sport. The Bengal Bouts start at 7 p.m. tomorrow, with undercard shows-three two-minute rounds, headgear, heavily padded gloves and, above all, excellent coaching in full gear. The experienced referees—all to reduce the possibility of injury.

Concerned about your classmates, hal­mates and friends. Tickets are five dol­lars at the door, twenty-five cents for sem­i­finals and finals—Sunday, Wednesday and Friday next week. Ask a friend who is not a member to attend.空间. Boxing fan or not, all proceeds are for a good cause, so even consider buying a ticket as a donation if you'd like to help.

Greg D. Rowe
Off campus
February 23, 1988

Observer likened to tabloid

Dear Editor:
I take issue with the advertisement you ran in the Feb. 23 issue of the Observer for Fidelity magazine. That advertisement is such a glaring example of mis­information and hearsay, I have to question your policies and indeed your basic common sense in allowing such an advertisement to be published. That advertisement is such a glaring example of the falsities, distortions of Scripture and malicious innuendos. We cannot know what Mr. Kassoumoen thought or thought for himself, though he clearly does not believe it. We can know, we can see that Mr. Jones’ article tramples on holy things. He quotes Ezekiel against the bishop, but contends the Sermon on the Mount. He paraphrases Paul on the bankruptcy of paganism, but does not himself rise even to the level of a single pagan virtue. Mr. Jones demands all the right of difference, that the Church, then, violates that integrity in every line by rending the communion of charity that is the mystical Body of Christ.

Mr. Jones ends, hypocritically, by saying that his purpose was "not to judge Father Rasmussen", God has already done that with perfect justice and mercy and perfect insight into the state of his soul. He can only pray that Mr. Jones realizes the dreadful imp­ ort of that truth for his own malignant ideology.

And we can hope that the editors of The Observer, who share this community with us, will have learned something about being human.

Sandy Cerimele
Saint Mary’s Editor

February 23, 1988

Fidelity ad lacks taste

Dear Editor:
I was appalled at the lack of respect, compassion and taste that Fidelity Magazine’s advertisement displayed. Putting aside any of the beliefs that this organization holds, it was completely tasteless for them to use this man’s pain to sell a magazine. Tasteless parame­ters can’t even begin to explain his struggle or the complexity of his life, or anybody’s life for that matter. The man is dead and therefore cannot even around to defend himself. It seems ridiculous to me that The Observer is not permitted to print the names of some Bookstore Basketball teams that are considered from and, yet this sort of exploitation is allowed. I think it demands a double response. The members of The Observer’s staff who approved the advertisement’s insertion must ask themselves some difficult questions. Did they consider, for example, the pain that the grotesque illustration would cause to Father Ras­ mussen’s colleagues, students and friends? Did they wonder how far they might be helping to spread the most vicious slanders by printing Fidelity’s copy? Did they stop to think whether any good whatever could possibly result from such an advertisement for the academic community of which they are members? Those questions, and many more besides, ought to be deliberated by the staff now, even though the greater part of the damage has already been done. But the ques­tions to be asked of The Observer can not be allowed to obscure what is really at issue here. The real blame in this

Fidelity episode must fall to Fidelity mag­azine and its editor, E. Michael Jones. Mr. Jones claims to speak bluntly; he must be answered bluntly. The article on Fr. Rasmussen in Fidelity is obscene. It is much more obscene than what we ordinarily call "pornog­raphy," just because a perverted depic­tion of God’s saving truth is much more obscene than a perverted depiction of human desire. The pornographers sell magazines by peddling images of bodies. Mr. Jones sells magazines by peddling blood, despair and the faces of the dead. What is infinitely worse, he wraps his pornography in his sadomasochism, in the trappings of revealed truth.

I wish no one the unsavory task of reading Mr. Jones’ piece. Those who have read it know it to be a pastiche of unattributed quotations, malicious fan­tases, distortions of Scripture and malicious innuendos. We cannot know what Fr. Kassoumouen thought or thought for himself, though he clearly does not believe it. We can know, we can see that Mr. Jones’ article tramples on holy things. He quotes Ezekiel against the bishop, but contends the Sermon on the Mount. He paraphrases Paul on the bankruptcy of paganism, but does not himself rise even to the level of a single pagan virtue. Mr. Jones demands all the right of difference, that the Church, then, violates that integrity in every line by rending the communion of charity that is the mysti­cal Body of Christ.

Mr. Jones ends, hypocritically, by saying that his purpose was "not to judge Father Rasmussen", God has already done that with perfect justice and mercy and perfect insight into the state of his soul. He can only pray that Mr. Jones realizes the dreadful imp­ ort of that truth for his own malignant ideology.

And we can hope that the editors of The Observer, who share this community with us, will have learned something about being human.

Sandy Cerimele
Saint Mary’s Editor

February 23, 1988

Recovery requires confidentiality

Dear Editor:
I am recovering an alcoholic, and I believe that it is my individual right to determine whom I will share information regarding my alcoholism.

I do respect the concept of interven­tion as "life saving." As a part of this process, I would expect that my con­fidentiality would be respected unless I were to request otherwise.

I believe that after individuals are in the recovery process they will be most able to decide with whom they will share this information.

I believe that the "need to know" should not override an individual’s right to confidentiality. I believe that concerned others only need to know that a person on medical leave is safe and receiving appropriate support.

It is my strong hope that all members of the Notre Dame community will do everything within their power to safeguard the confidentiality of any person who is beginning his or her personal recovery journey.

Sally Coleman
University Counsellors Council
February 24, 1988

Victims bear similarities

Dear Editor:
This is in reference to a month-old item, "the comparison of abortion in this country to Nazi Germany, by Mr. Jones. Mr. Jones states that his article tramples on holy things. He quotes Ezekiel against the bishop, but contends the Sermon on the Mount. He paraphrases Paul on the bankruptcy of paganism, but does not himself rise even to the level of a single pagan virtue. Mr. Jones demands all the right of difference, that the Church, then, violates that integrity in every line by rending the communion of charity that is the mysti­cal Body of Christ.

Mr. Jones ends, hypocritically, by saying that his purpose was "not to judge Father Rasmussen", God has already done that with perfect justice and mercy and perfect insight into the state of his soul. He can only pray that Mr. Jones realizes the dreadful imp­ ort of that truth for his own malignant ideology.

And we can hope that the editors of The Observer, who share this community with us, will have learned something about being human.

Sandy Cerimele
Saint Mary’s Editor

February 23, 1988

Magazine blamed for distorting truth

Dear Editor:
Fidelity magazine’s appealing ad­vertisng in the Feb. 23 issue demands a response even from one of us who never write to newspapers. Indeed, it demands a double response.

The members of The Observer’s staff who approved the advertisement’s insertion must ask themselves some diffi­cult questions. Did they consider, for example, the pain that the grotesque illustration would cause to Father Ras­ mussen’s colleagues, students and friends? Did they wonder how far they might be helping to spread the most vicious slanders by printing Fidelity’s copy? Did they stop to think whether any good whatever could possibly result from such an advertisement for the academic community of which they are members? Those questions, and many more besides, ought to be deliberated by the staff now, even though the greater part of the damage has already been done. But the ques­tions to be asked of The Observer can not be allowed to obscure what is really at issue here. The real blame in this
Voce fills shoes, lane for Irish

Senior co-captain leads when it counts in crunch

By RICK RIEBROCK  
Assistant Sports Editor

Notre Dame had just upset top-ranked North Carolina. The floor was mobbed with wild students celebrating the win. Gary Voce, who scored 15 points and grabbed 12 rebounds to earn MVP honors, was in the middle of the chaos, and suddenly he felt someone tugging at his foot.

"There was this guy trying to pull my shoe off," says a still disbelieving Voce. "I said 'go ahead, just loosen it up, don't break my leg.' It was just crazy."

The student still has the shoe, and it's probably just as well. Voce has had to fill much bigger shoes since then. With the graduation of Donald Royal, his turn has come. "I was always the little guy the Irish go to when they need inside points late in the game," says Voce. "It's kind of that way." In no game was that more evident than the Dayton game last Thursday. With the Flyers threatening to close in on the Irish, Voce scored 14 second-half points and grabbed 10 rebounds in a crowd-favorite performance.

"It was just a gym sport, like floor hockey is here," says the 6-8 senior. "They know what basketball was, but it was just a game they played in the states. When I came here, everyone said 'You're so tall, you've got to play basketball, you'd be good at it,' so I kind of got thrown into it."

Since then, Voce's progress has been rapid. At Tolfentine High School, he was a two-time all-city pick and was considered the best big man in New York. He averaged 16 points and 10.3 rebounds a game, while teaming with John Johnson, now at Virginia, to lead Tolfentine to season marks of 26-2, 22-5 and 20-7.

And even though much of the competition was taller than he was, Voce used the high school days to unveil his jump shot that is now a polished part of his game.

"All through high school, I would handle the ball against the little guys and sometimes I guess I had felt bad muscling the guys that were 5-9," says Voce. "I'd be going against them inside and they'd sometimes say 'I guess you can beat me that way if you want,' so I was kind of forced to shoot jumpers just out of fairness. I guess my shot kind of evolved that way."

After two seasons filled with watching Jim Dolan, Tim Kempton and Ken Barlow play the inside positions, Voce got his chance to start as a junior. After struggling early, Voce settled into his role midway through the season.

In a game against Dayton at the ACC, Voce scored 14 points and grabbed 12 rebounds. Voce's confidence soared and his shot that is now a polished part of his game. "I feel comfortable when it comes crunch time," says Voce, "and (my teammates) feel 'Well, Voce can do it.' "

Irish senior Gary Voce muscles inside against Dayton earlier this season. The 6-9 co-captain is averaging a career-high 10.6 points per game this season and has become a force in the latter parts of games. "I feel comfortable when it comes crunch time," says Voce, "(and my teammates) feel 'Well, Voce can do it.' "

---

Vandy a two-way threat

By DENNIS CORRIGAN  
Sports Editor

The 17-7 and 17th-ranked Vanderbilt Commodores have been both the David and the Goliath of college basketball this season.

They beat North Carolina 78-76 when the Tar Heels were ranked No. 1. They narrowly lost at Kentucky but then blew the Southeastern Conference-leading Wildcats out at home 83-66. They hammered Florida 92-65.

On the flipside, Vandy lost 81-60 at home Wednesday night to Auburn. The 'Dores also have fallen to the likes of Tennessee (86-72), twice to Louisiana State (91-83 and 84-79) and to Alabama (98-77). But when the Commodores are in charge, they're a force to be reckoned with.

"Playing Vanderbilt knowing they lost (Wednesday)? night to Auburn doesn't change anything," Irish head coach Digger Phelps says of the Commodores. "They're still an outstanding basketball team. You have a 7-foot center who's a legitimate first-round draft pick and can dominate inside. Then you have the three-point shooters who can make things happen from outside.

"That's the thing about playing Vanderbilt. You worry about them scorching inside, and they'll shoot outside. You take away the outside game, and (Will) Perdue will get the three-point play inside. You can't key on anyone because they have such good balance." Perdue, the 'Dores leader, has become probably the most improved player in the nation.
WE
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Don't cost ND a T. Kee
Vandy continued from page 1

After averaging 2.7 and 3.5 points per game in his first two seasons, Perdue responded with a 17.4 average last year. Similarly, his rebounding average soared from 2.2 and 2.8 to 8.7. This season, Perdue is averaging 18.5 points per game and 16.5 rebounds. When he gets a slam, it’s a Perduk. What makes Perdue even more intimidating is the fact that he’s a fine passer, averaging 2.4 assists per game.

Complementing Perdue’s inside strength is a squad anchored by three-point bombers. Vandy is shooting 44 percent (165-of-361) from beyond the 19-9 line. The Commodores average 43 percent (81-of-190) from three-point range per game. In their win over Kentucky, they landed 13-of-20 bombs.

The maddest bomber for the ‘Dores is 6-3 junior guard Barry Booker. Booker is 55-of-122 percent (21-of-50) and averaging 11.5 points per game. In pre-game warm-ups, he can be traced to the work of his Relatives in Jamaica. In addition to the Dayton Flyers, he has a soft touch from outside and is an 81-percent free-throw shooter.

Vocesays he is also feeling confident that his feet fit snugly in the big shoes left for him when Donald Hoyland and his club inside scoring graduated last season. "There are times now when the team realizes they need me to score," says the Irish co-captain. "I guess I feel more portable when it comes crunch time and they feel we'd need 'Voles to do it..."

Satuday night's matchups

Saturday night’s matchups
Father Robert Griffin

Letters to a Lonely God

"Purlie" is being sent to the Gary Hart clinic. Carson said, where he will undergo therapy that will de- bimboozle him. The satire was good-natured and appropriate. I hope glib that this was not a week filled with news of the "best of Carson." Laughter is the medicine we need to cleanse our palates after the unthawing of the televangelist tearfully confessing his sinfulness.

I don’t deny that the religions that ape show business so closely, the preachers are forced to go before the television camera to admit their sexual hang-ups in living color. I take no pleasure in hearing of Swaggart’s shabby behavior. Swaggart is as human as the rest of us. Even when he’s outrageous.

Swaggart has the power to move his listeners in a profound way. Their faces, shown on camera, are proof that they are at a religious turning point of some kind.

This preacher’s message is simplistic: no matter how deep in despair you sit, if you accept Jesus. He will give you the power to conquer the world, the means of sin, and be free of your attachment to drink, drugs, and con- cepnicity.

"Purlie" takes place about 30 years ago, just before the coming of civil rights to a rural Georgia estate of Capn’ Cotchipee, a miser who longs for the days of slavery. Conflict arises when a headstrong black local, named Purlie Victorious Jones, and Scott For- tune, two Tony Awards and much confessions could tell you that Christians frequently struggle with their flesh. God doesn’t neuter our desires with a miracle, even if they seem inconsistent; however, He disposes us to want to be chastened, and with the help of His grace, we try to discipline ourselves to chastity. If we persuaded him to turn off the flame that heats up our carnal, we’d be turned into cucumbers, and where would be the fun in that?

I don’t want to rip at Swaggart, as the voyeur watch- ing him enter a brothel in the company of a hooker. If, as God’s servant, he’s behaved like a hypocrite, that’s his tragedy. It could happen to anyone dumb enough to take the risk, on a night when he’s caught off guard, feeling re- grettled and tired enough to be careless.

The Bible Belt religions, believing that man is saved by grace and not be works, are alleged to be tolerant in wearing a wedding in a husband’s infidelity. The denominational leaders who questioned Jimmy about his weakness should have asked him about more serious matters. For several years, Jimmy has been furnishing us with the names of places and dates when God has treated him to private revelations about the religious conversion of the Third World.

God, says Jimmy, has or- dered him to hold revival crusades in South America, and to beam his telecasts to countries behind the Iron Cur- tain. The costs would be exor- bitant, and God wants Jimmy’s followers to accept the duty of paying the bills for all this evangelism.

Millions of souls are perish- ing, Jimmy says, because the Gospel is not preached to them; God is pressing Jimmy because the hour of the anti- Christ is almost at hand. Born-again Christians who believe in Jimmy should send him as much money as they can, even if it hurts them, so that as prayer-partners, they can help Jimmy carry out the Lord’s command. Instead of nailing Swaggart on the Mickey Mouse specifics of his dalliances with a fancy woman, wouldn’t his bosses do well to find out whether the God of his visions has really empowered him, to shake down the godly and the guttles for millions of dollars, under the pretense of giving their Saviour if they don’t cough it up? How can he persuade his flock to give him money, to be spent on God’s glory, now that they have seen him un- steady about holding onto the state of grace?

Jimmy Swaggart is an em- barrassment, to priests and parishioners alike. Should they throw him to the wolves, as a way of disavowing themselves from him? Maybe he’s been corrupted by power and money, but he’s no worse that the rest of us.

Why should I try to kick him to death when he’s down for the count? There, but for the grace of God, go I-except, of course, I’ve never made count- less thousands of sinners weep because I’ve introduced them to Jesus.

All of who mount pulpits, or preside at altars, are clowns in God’s kingdom. As God’s clowns, we should be wearing rags and patches on our motley-colored suits, to match the antics and grimaces by which we distract God’s children from seeing the face of Christ we serve.

Kill the messenger who brings the bad news. You can also kill the messenger who brings the good news, the Gospel, if you offers. God’s message will stay the same. Christianity’s message may be the only good news the world has ever heard.

Maybe, as a college student, chuckling at Carson or Letter- man, you’ve decided that the shortcomings of Swaggart, the detection of a Judas, and the clowning around of clerics in high or low places, have turned the Christian religion into a bad joke?

Listen. You will not hear this at Harvard Business School. Ivan Karamazov speaks of the suffering of children. Of the other human tears with which the earth is soaked from its crust to its center, I will say nothing. All that my pitiful earthly Euclidian understand-
**Must-see movies**

**ANIMAL HOUSE**
Prizast Engineering Auditorium 8 and 10 p.m.
National Lampoon’s Magazine presents a hysterical satire of college life particularly of fraternities in the early 1960’s. The film deals with the competition between the sophisticated Omegas and the sloppy Deltas on a small college campus. The other problem for the Deltas is the dean who wants to throw these misfits off campus. John Landis directs an all-star cast including John Belushi, Tim Matheson, and Donald Sutherland. Color, USA, 109 minutes.

**LOVE ME TONIGHT**
Mon Annenberg Auditorium 7 p.m.
One of the first musical comedies this film stars Maurice Chevalier as a tailor who falls in love with a princess (Jeanette MacDonald). It features famous Rodgers and Hart songs, including “Mimi” and “Isn’t it Romantic.” Black and White, USA, 96 minutes.

**THE DRAFTSMAN’S CONTRACT**
Mon Annenberg Auditorium 9 p.m.
An English country house in 1694 is the setting for a thrilling murder mystery. It stars River Phoenix and Meredith Salenger. Narrated by Jimmy himself the audience learns of a turning point in his life. The film takes place in 1962 when Jimmy learns that he has inherited his father’s business. It stars River Phoenix and Meredith Salenger.

**A NIGHT IN THE LIFE OF JIMMY REARDON**
Scottsdale Cinema
In the stores this week: Spaceballs (1987) is Mel Brooks' overbaked spoof of George Lucas' Star Wars, replete with a Winterset-shaped spaceship, the evil emporer Skroob (Mel Brooks), a spacy outer space Princess Vespa (Daphne Zuniga), the nasty (and Helmeted) Rala (Moranis), the half-dog, half-human Bark (John Candy) and the gentle and wise Zen-like master Yogurt (also Brooks). Brooks' humor hasn't always hit the mark, but when it does it's well worth the price of admission (or in this case, rental) ($79.95). Embassy Video, rated R, 118 minutes, $79.95.

**FRANTIC**
University Park East Cinema
Harrison Ford is joined by Emmanuelle Seigner in the search for his missing wife in “Frantic,” directed by Woody Allen. Harrison Ford is joined by Emmanuelle Seigner in the search for his missing wife in “Frantic,” directed by Woody Allen. Ford must set out to find her with the help of a beautiful young woman who holds the secret to this mystery. The film stars Harrison Ford, Betty Buckley, and introducing Emmanuelle Seigner under the direction of Roman Polanski.

**RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD II**
Miles, Michigan 653-1112
"BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED" "WALL STREET" "THREE MEN AND A BABY" "RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD II"

**THE LAST EMPEROR**
University Park Mall 100 Center St. 259-0414
STUDENTS: Adults and $5 for students.

**SATISFACTION**
"BROADCAST NEWS"

**LOCAL THEATER GUIDE**

**Video Review**

In the stores this week: Spaceballs (1987) is Mel Brooks' overbaked spoof of George Lucas' Star Wars, replete with a Winterset-shaped spaceship, the evil emporer Skroob (Mel Brooks), a spacy outer space Princess Vespa (Daphne Zuniga), the nasty (and Helmeted) Rala (Moranis), the half-dog, half-human Bark (John Candy) and the gentle and wise Zen-like master Yogurt (also Brooks). Brooks' humor hasn't always hit the mark, but when it does it's well worth the price of admission (or in this case, rental) ($79.95). Embassy Video, rated R, 118 minutes, $79.95.

Castaway (1987) is for die-hard "Castaway" fans only. The quirky director always prints an askance view of the world. In this film he casts Oliver Reed as a middle-aged adventurer-to-be who wants to spend a frolicsome year on a Pacific Island with a companion "savage." He recruits from a classified ad. But he gets more than he bargained for as the proverbial battle of the sexes looms over "Paradise" (Warner Home Video, rated R, 118 minutes, $79.95).

It's Alive III: Island of the Alive (1987) is the third installment in the gusysome yet funny cult "It's Alive" series. Director Larry Cohen's weird sense of humor comes to the surface again as the lethal baby-monsters, the result of humans' environmental mistakes, grow to maturity on a remote island, and due to a strange twist of fate, come back to haunt the civilization that rejected them (Warner Home Video, rated R, 95 minutes, $79.95).

Steel Justice (1987) stars Cagey & Lacey's Martin Kove as a battle-hardened, spirit-scarred Vietnam vet who doesn't fit in with mainstream America—until he takes justice into his own hands when going after a gang of murderous drug-runners (Paramount Home Video, rated R, 96 minutes, $79.95).
First Alex Wilson Invite attracts talented field
By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

After an impressive fourth-place finish last weekend's Indiana Intercollegiates held at Purdue, Notre Dame's tennis team returns home to the Loftus Center for Saturday's Alex Wilson Invitational.

The meet, named in honor of former head coach Alex Wilson, should provide an opportunity for "even better than the first one we had," Irish head coach Joe Plane said.

The meet features representatives from 17 schools, including Georgetown, Villanova, Purdue, St. John's and DePaul.

"This should prove to be a very good meet," said Plane. "We asked the teams to bring only their best runners, so it should be a very fast meet."

Many of the teams are sending their athletes in hopes of qualifying for the NCAA's, which are in two weeks.

"This facility alone will attract the top runners in the country," added Piane.

The Irish will be the only team with most of its athletes competing. For most of the Irish athletes the meet will be their last one of the indoor season.

"Most of our guys are using the meet to put up good times in preparation for the outdoor season," said Plane. "For a few it's preparation for the ICA's."

Notre Dame is relying on key performances by several athletes.

Sophomore Mike O'Connor will be running the mile for the Irish, an event which should prove to be the most competitive race of the day. There will be four runners in the race who have run under 4:08.

Sophomore Glenn Watson is looking to have another big day in the high hurdles.

Senior Dan Cahill and junior Mike O'Rourke will be competing in the 3,000 meters. The two will be looking to continue the success which the Irish have recently enjoyed under senior co-captain Dan Garrett and junior Ron Markenzeich, who are resting for the ICA's. One of the most important races of the meet for the Irish will be the 3,000-meter sprint, where senior Tony Raganas is returning from an injury.

"Tony could very well qualify for the ICA's," said Plane. "Also looking to have a good day is sophomore shot putter Rob Fitzgerald, who is "throwing as well as he ever has," said Plane.

The meet begins Saturday at 11 a.m. with the field events. The running events follow at 1 p.m.

Colorado hands Irish tennis loss
By GEORGE TRAVERS
Sports Writer

The troubled Notre Dame men's tennis team suffered its fourth loss of the spring season as they fell to Colorado 6-3 at the Eck Pavilion. The Irish are now 6-4.

The key to the match was the singles competition. The only Irish singles win came from Irish singles win came from junior Ron Markezich, who are as well as he ever has," said Plane. "This should prove to be a very good meet."
Women's tennis

By FRANK PASUTOR
Sports Writer

Last weekend, the members of the Notre Dame women's tennis team learned a great deal about themselves. This weekend, as they travel to Champaign, Ill., to take on Miami (Ohio) and Illinois, the Irish get the chance to show the rest of the NCAA everything they know.

The Notre Dame women, 5-4 after Thursday's 7-1 loss to Colorado, seek to avenge last season's 3-5 and 1-0 defeats at the hands of the Fighting Illini and the Redskins, respectively.

The only match the Irish managed to win against Colorado was at number three doubles, as Kathy Bradshaw and Jackie Uhll survived a marathon against Birgit Pink-Jensen and Patty Borbite by 6-4, 3-6, 7-4 (7-5) scores.

Miami has proven to be an increasingly painful thorn in the sides of the Irish, who have dropped five of their last six decisions to the Redskins.

Coach Michele Gelfman attributes Miami's continued success against her team to both great depth and splendid coaching. Nevertheless, she expects quite different results this year.

"They always have a strong team," Gelfman said, "but I anticipate that we'll do much better against them than in the past.

Illinois, meanwhile, looks to match up quite well with Notre Dame. If past scores are any indication, the Illini are certain to present the Irish netters with yet another difficult challenge.

"We should be just about even with Illinois," says Gelfman. "We almost always beat them 5-4 or lose to them by a score of 5-4. I'd like to think we'll win by a greater margin this time."

What then, must the Irish do if they are to come away with two victories this weekend?

"We have to go all out and not hold anything back," Gelfman replied. "We need to come out strong at the top. We'll have to change up our games more effectively and work as a team instead of as individuals."

Strange enough, tennis is one of the few sports which seem to promote individual play. At present, CeCe Cahill plays in the number-one singles position for the Irish, senior captain Michelle Dasso fills the number-two spot, Alice Lotter plays at number three, and Kim Pacella, Natalie Illig, and Cathy Bradshaw comprise positions four through six, respectively.

In doubles play, Cahill and Dasso compete in the top position, Lotter and Illig perform in the second position, and the combination of Pacella and Brashdaw play at number three. In keeping with Gelfman's policy that no spot in the lineup is "etched in stone," even these pairings may be subject to change.

Last weekend, the Notre Dame women proved they could effectively combat adversity and win. On Saturday, perhaps still feeling the effects of their 5-4 victory over previously undefeated Michigan State, the Irish struggled against partisan crowds and a tough Wisconsin team, in what may have been their most frustrating loss of the season.

"Wisconsin was a better team than we were," admitted Gelfman. "However, the scores were not indicative of the way we played. Being on their home court involved an intimidating factor that never should have been."

Following the debacle at Wisconsin, Gelfman called the ladies together for a long team meeting. Apparently, that talk had a most astounding impact on the Irish, who rebounded to crush Furman 9-0 the following day. This time, intimidation was no longer a factor.

"I thought things looked pretty even between the two teams," remarked a vindicated Gelfman. "Both of us were visitors at a different facility, so we didn't have the crowd factor like we did at Wisconsin."

The victory was particularly pleasing in light of the previous day's events as well as Furman's strong showing in an earlier 4-5 loss to Western Michigan.

Twelve of the brightest minds in the country had the same idea last summer.
McNeill reverses roles

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Having played like a group of matinee idols all season, the 5-11.5 Notre Dame hockey team closes its regular season and home season with a Saturday matinee against American Collegiate Hockey Association rival Lake Forest. The Irish, who hold a 5-2-1 conference record, play at Lake Forest on Friday night. Action shifts to the Joyce ACC on Saturday, where the Irish meet the Foresters at 3 p.m. The Foresters are on a six-game winning streak.

Notre Dame had its 14-game string snapped last weekend, as the Irish were swept by Michigan-Dearborn.

"Lake Forest is a good hockey team, and they're playing well at the end of the year," said first-year Irish coach Ric Schafer. "We're going to have to play some good sound defensive hockey if Notre Dame avoids getting swept by Lake Forest (12-9-1, 4-1-1 in the ACHA), the Irish will finish the regular season in second place in the ACHA (behind Michigan-Dearborn). Notre Dame already is set to face Notre Dame for the first round of the ACHA Tournament next weekend.

The series will include the last home game for senior captain Mike McNeill, Notre Dame's biggest matinee idol. McNeill, a South Bend native and graduate of South Bend St. Joseph's High School, has led the Irish in scoring for the last three seasons. But the McNeill name was known around South Bend long before Mike enrolled at Notre Dame.

His father, Tim McNeill, is a former Notre Dame assistant coach, and Mike McNeill still remembers going to Irish hockey games during the "glory days" of the program, before it was dropped to club status for the 1983-84 season. "They were so much fun. They had stands all around this rink, you see kids, and they ask for your sticks," said McNeill. "It's great to help them now a way we can."

"He's just a gifted hockey skater, so he can get from point A to point B quickly, and he can hit the corners well. He's a fast skater, so he can get from point A to point B quickly, and he can beat one man or two men when he has to. He has a good shot, and he can hit the corners well. He's just a gifted hockey player." Schafer has noticed the talents of his star center and is quick to point them out. "He has such good hockey sense," said Schafer. "He can read what's going to happen, can react and has all the necessary skills. He's a fast skater, so he can get from point A to point B quickly, and he can beat one man or two men when he has to. He has a good shot, and he can hit the corners well. He's just a gifted hockey player."

McNeill's talent and South Bend background make him a natural favorite of the local Irish hockey fans. The role is only natural for a player who still remembers when he was in the stands cheering for the Notre Dame players several years ago.

"I had a lot of times when you're walking in or back from the rink, you see kids, and they ask for your sticks," said McNeill. "I remember when I used to be doing the same thing. Signing an autograph also means so much to them. It's not hard to see how much it means to those kids if you just take a little time."

We let a couple of kids into the locker room, and they were probably excited for about a week over that," McNeill continued. "It's great to help them any way we can."

The senior captain responded with his best season for the Irish. After averaging 18 goals and 24 assists in his first three seasons, he has scored 34 goals and recorded 39 assists so far this season. His previous season highs in those categories were 21 goals last year and 29 assists in 1985-86. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time scoring list. His 39 assists put him in a tie for seventh in that list. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time categories were 21 goals last year and 29 assists in 1985-86. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time scoring list. His 39 assists put him in a tie for seventh in that list.

McNeill also realizes that leaving the baseball team might have helped his hockey. "Last summer I was playing hockey in Minnesota," said McNeill. "That was the first summer I'd played and it's really helped. If I'd stuck with baseball, I'm sure I'd have been playing that in the summer."

The senior captain responded with his best season for the Irish. After averaging 18 goals and 24 assists in his first three seasons, he has scored 34 goals and recorded 39 assists so far this season. His previous season highs in those categories were 21 goals last year and 29 assists in 1985-86. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time scoring list. His 39 assists put him in a tie for seventh in that list. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time scoring list. His 39 assists put him in a tie for seventh in that list. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time scoring list. His 39 assists put him in a tie for seventh in that list. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time scoring list. His 39 assists put him in a tie for seventh in that list. Those 63 points have McNeill tied for sixth in the all-time scoring list. His 39 assists put him in a tie for seventh in that list.
Applications for Theodore's Student Managers for the 1988-89 school year are now available in the Office of Student Activities. They must be turned in by Monday, Feb. 29.
Irish take on NSC rival DePaul

BY JEFF HEILERT
Sports Writer

DePaul is looking to sweep this year's basketball series with Notre Dame. The two teams have already met twice and the Blue Demons have won both games. DePaul enters the contest ranked 22nd nationally in addition to holding the top spot in the conference with a perfect 7-0 mark. While the conference title is at stake, a possible NCAA bid may overshadow its importance.

Earlier this season, the Lady Blue Demons posted an 80-77 victory over the Irish. Less than a week later, the Blue Demons defeated the Notre Dame women's basketball team 80-77. Thomas sat motionless, but still leads the overall competition. Accordin to Notre Dame head coach Muffet McGraw, an Irish victory on Sunday is crucial.

"This is a must game for the NCAA's," said McGraw, "because they couldn't take us if we don't win the conference. I think DePaul is a longshot anyway because they don't play anyone. We feel like if we win on Sunday and then win the rest of our games, we'll go because of the strength of our schedule and our record at 22-6."

DePaul brings up an up-tempo run-and-shoot team led by junior Diana Vines. The All-America candidate is averaging 24.0 points and 15.3 rebounds in a game. In the first meeting, Vines led the Lady Blue Demons with 27 points, and stopping her is a hot topic of conversation among North Star Conference coaches.

"We are just going to try and try some one on her all the time in the zone," said McGraw. "We were going to try and box and one her, but we really don't have anyone good enough to stay with her."

If you concentrate too much on Vines, DePaul has other definite scoring threats. Sophomore guard Veronica Ross has been playing extremely well of late. Ross tossed in 27 points in an 87-80 win at Brigham Young. Ross is a good athlete," said McGraw. "I think she had 16 or 17 against us last time. She was Player of the Week in the conference two weeks ago."

The Lady Blue Demons are hot in the nation in scoring, averaging over 82 points a game. Their transition game caused the Irish problems in the last meeting. "They are all great athletes," McGraw said. "That is their advantage. I think they got 23 points in transition last time, and 20 offensive rebounds. So we have to stop their quick break. That is going to be a key."

Tip-off is 2 p.m. in the JACC.

If you have a job but are low on $$$

We may have a job for you

The Observer is looking for a dependable, trustworthy, person (with a car) to pick up photos from the North Bend Tribune and deliver them to our office every weekday afternoon.

If you're looking for a steady source of income - without a huge time commitment this could be the job for you. Interested? Contact Chris Donnelly at The Observer office for more information.
Friday, February 26, 1988
The Observer

**Campus**

Friday
- 4:30 p.m.: Mathematics Colloquium, "Simulation of Flow in Naturally Fractured Porous Media," by Professor Jim Douglas, Purdue University, Room 214 Computing Center/Math Building.
- 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.: ND Communication and Theatre Spring Film Series, "Temporal," Annenberg Auditorium.
- 7:30 p.m.: Ice Hockey vs. Lake Forest, Joyce ACC Ice Arena.
- 8 p.m.: Harlem Globetrotters, tickets $10 and $15.50, JACC.
- 8 p.m.: Sophomore Literary Festival, Paule Marshall, Library Auditorium.
- 8 p.m.: SMC Performing Arts Series presents "Purlie," O'Laughlin Auditorium.

Saturday
- 9 a.m.: Tennis vs. Cincinnati, Eck Tennis Pavilion.
- 11 a.m.: Alex Wilson Track Invitational, JACC Fieldhouse.
- 1 p.m.: Tennis vs. Bowling Green, Eck Tennis Pavilion.
- 7:30 p.m.: Ice Hockey vs. Lake Forest, Joyce ACC Ice Arena.

Sunday
- 2 p.m.: Women's Basketball vs. DePaul, JACC.
- 4 p.m.: Music Department Concert, Stephen Miller, faculty guitar recital, Annenberg Auditorium.
- 1 1/2 p.m.: Natural History Museum, "Hominid reconstructions." 

**Dinner Menus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notre Dame</th>
<th>Saint Mary's</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grilled Cheese -</td>
<td>Manicotti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fried Fish Platter</td>
<td>Baked Breaded Perch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato Boats</td>
<td>Cheese Enchiladas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguini &amp; Vegetables</td>
<td>Deli Bar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comics**

**Bloom County**

Calvin and Hobbes

**Berke Breathed**

Calvin and Hobbes

**Far Side**

Gary Larson

**Calvin and Hobbes**

- **I PRAISED THE BOOZECAKES FOR HELPING US WIN THE BIG ONE...**
- **Aren't they wonderful? A WORTHY TONGUE IN PSYCHOBABBLE!**
- **My goodness, it's BETTY BLOOMER THE ELECTIONALLY DERMATologically CAN SO EASILY TREAT THEMSELVES!**
- **WHAT IS WHAT MUST OUR INSECURITIES HAVE DONE?**
- **TAKEN A HAT BATH**

**Bill Watterson**

- **Dialing!**
- **Hee, Doctor? I'm calling. The time will be 9:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.**
- **Bad news, Calvin. Your doctor says you should have a spring cleaning of your olfactory system and lie down all evening.**
- **He did? Really? Oh, no. I didn't do him. That's curious.**

**The Daily Crossword**

ACROSS
1. Mrs. Nixon
2. False god
4. False god
5. Drinks to excess
6. Metals
8. Bird shelter
10. Conch or abalone
12. Actor Richard
13. Director Kasan
14. Kerchief
16. Indoor game
18. Cailing
24. Weaves hair
27. Beef or mutton
30. — Paul
31. Actor John
35. Lawyer: abbr.
36. Celieba ox
37. Indoor game
41. Roman robe
42. — Arse
43. Severe
44. Shoshonean
45. Curare source
48. One
50. Voucher
53. One busily
55. Indoor game
58. Copycats
60. Topnotch
61. Weather word
62. Endorser
63. Follow
64. Robert —
65. Comended
66. Rainbows
67. Food scrap

DOWN
1. Ballads
2. Debate
3. Tweet
4. Glacial epoch
5. — up (dressed to kill)
6. Auricular
7. Jacob's wife
8. Undergarment
9. Writer John
10. Hooiling
11. Wapiti
12. Cunning
13. Small cut

**Dinner Menus**

**Notre Dame**

- Grilled Cheese
- Fried Fish Platter
- Potato Boats
- Linguini & Vegetables

**Saint Mary's**

- Manicotti
- Baked Breaded Perch
- Cheese Enchiladas
- Deli Bar

**LAST YEAR 214 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS STOPPED DRINKING AND DRIVING.**

**FRIDAY & SATURDAY**

8:00 & 10:00 p.m.

$2.00

Cushing Auditorium

**FRIDAY & SATURDAY**

8:00 & 10:00 p.m.

$2.00

Cushing Auditorium
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ND toppies Valpo; Botham scores 26

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

VALPARAISO - Some other team showed up for the first 15 minutes of last night’s women’s basketball game. Battling for recognition in the form of a post-season tournament bid, the real Irish showed up a little bit late.

It wasn’t the 5-18 Valparaiso Crusaders out on their home court early in the second frame. It was a two-woman gang of Stephanie Greer and Wendy Smith, tossing in buckets like crazy to lead the Crusaders over the Irish in the early going.

When the real Irish got into the game, they put together one of the best halves of basketball they’ve played all season against a fired up Crusaders team. The real team routed Valpo 91-56. Talent won out over determination in this one, and the Crusaders proved that determination does not equal endurance.

“They (Valparaiso) came out well,” said Muffet McGraw. “They saw them do that before against DePaul. I think they have about ten good minutes in them, and then they break down.”

With 4:44 to go in the first half, the Irish led the 29-24 at a basket by Emily Botham. The margin grew to 42-34 by the half and was up to 59-34 with two minutes gone in the second frame.

Then the Irish were up 20. And just like that, up 30.

The real Irish were back and better than ever against the scrappy Crusaders.

“They were taking it to us and were a little sloppy,” said McGraw. “We dug a big hole early and had a little trouble getting out. I thought we did a good job at the end of the half and pulling the ball out and getting really strong in the second half.”

Sandy Botham led the Irish with 28 points, one fewer than her career high, on 10-of-12 shooting. Emigholz did hit a career high in points, tossing in 15, many of which were on fast break feeds from Mary Gavin.

“The fast break worked tonight,” McGraw said. “The second half was better than either of the firsts halves and had some great outlets and Mary (Gavin) and Karen (Robinson) did a good job finding people well.”

The Irish team handled the ball well, too. Already leading 36-20 at the half, the Irish ran away with it for the eighteen win against six defeats. Despite falling early, the offensive performance was the most complete and balanced of the season. The Crusaders get credit for giving the Irish a little bit of a scare.

“They have 10 good minutes where they go like crazy,” said McGraw of the Crusaders. “They run out of gas. We thought they’d be a tough team, and they were for a while.”

When the real Irish team shows up to play, the opposition had better be ready to play for the entire 40 minutes.

Muffet McGraw
Three other players hit double digits for the Irish on their way to 91 points. Heidi Buneck scored 12, and also brought down a team-high 10 rebounds. Sara Leibacher scored 11, and Lisa Kuhns added 10.

The victory was the sixth straight for the Irish and the eighteen win against six defeats. Despite falling early, the offensive performance was the most complete and balanced of the season. The Crusaders get credit for giving the Irish a little bit of a scare.

“They have 10 good minutes where they go like crazy,” said McGraw of the Crusaders. “They run out of gas. We thought they’d be a tough team, and they were for a while.”

When the real Irish team shows up to play, the opposition had better be ready to play for the entire 40 minutes.